BREWED PAIRINGS FOR

TRUFFLE TREASURE

**ALLAGASH WHITE**

**FISH TALE BEYOND THE PALE**

**DE GARDE SPRUCE DESAY NO. 2**
A sour & fruity wild-yeasted beer fermented and aged in oak barrels for two years; then conditioned on spruce tips. 6.2%. Tillamook, OR.

**BELHAVEN SCOTTISH ALE**

**PAULANER SALVATOR DOPPELBOCK**
Brewed in Munich to Brother Barnabas’ original 1773 recipe. Bottom fermented for a silky smooth texture. Smooth chocolate flavor, dark caramel maltiness and light hop nose. Germany.

**PYRAMID APRICOT ALE**
Apricot aromas and flavors shine in this wheat-based ale. Seattle, WA.
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